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THE ISOMETRIES OF L2(, X)

BY

PEI-KEE LIN

1. Introduction

Let X be a complex Banach space. A semi-inner-product (s.i.p.) compatible
with the norm is a function [.,. ]: X X - C such that

(1)
(2)
(3)

[ax+y,z]=a[x,z]+[y,z] forx, y,zXandaC,

Ix, x] IIxll 2 for x x,
Ix, y] _< IlYll Ilxll for any x, y X.

It is known that for any Banach space X, there is a homogeneous semi-inner-
product compatible with the norm, i.e.,

[x, ay] =[x,y] for allx, yXandaC.

An operator H: X -, X is hermitian if

[Hx, x] R for allxX.

Let (fi, E, #) be a o-finite measure space and let X be a separable Banach
space. A.R. Sourour has shown [5] that if H is a hermitian operator on
LV(fi, X), 1 < p < oo, p = 2, then (Hf)(.) A(.)f(.) for some hermitian
valued strongly measurable map A of fl into g(X) (the set of all bounded
operators on X). Using this result, A.R. Sourour [5] proved that if X is a
separable Banach space with trivial L V-structure (see [3]) for 1 < p <
p = 2, and if T is a surjective isometry on LV(fi, X), then

(Tf )(.) S(.)h(.)((f ))(.) forf LV(, X),

where is a set isomorphism of the measure space onto itself (for definition
see [5]), S is a strongly measurable map of fl into (X) with S(t) a surjective
isometry of X for almost all fi, and h (do/dp)t/v where o(.)=
/(-(.)). On the other hand, the hermitian operators and isometrics on 12
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are not necessarily of the above forms. But A. Berkson and A.R. Sourour [1]
have shown that if

0 I

is hermitian on (X X)2 where I is the identity on X, then X is isometri-
cally isomorphic to a Hilbert space. It is natural to ask under what conditions
on X, the hermitian operators and isometries on L2(, X) have the above
forms. In this article, we show that if

is a hermitian operator on (X X),2, where T and T2 are operators on X,
then Yx TI(X) and Y2 TE(X) are isometrically isomorphic to Hilbert
spaces, and there exist two subspaces Z and Z2 of X such that

(z r): x= (z. r:):.

Using this result, we prove that if X is not 1-dimensional and if X is separable
with trivial L2-structure and (2, Y.,/) is o-finite, then the hermitian operators
and isometries on L2(/, X) have forms like the hermitian operators and
isometries on L’(2, X).
For more results about isometries on LP(f/, X), see [3] and its references.
The author wishes to thank J.E. Jamison for his valuable discussions

concerning these results.

2. Hermitian operators on (X X2)2

Let X and X2 be two Banach spaces, and let [., "]1 (resp. [., "]2) be a
homogeneous s.i.p, compatible with the norm of X (resp. X2). Then

[(x, x,_), (x;, x)] [,q, x;l + [x=, x]=

is a s.i.p, compatible with the norm (X X2) 2. If

is a hermitian operator on (X X2) 2, where T (resp. T2) is an operator from
X2 (resp. X1)into X (resp. X2), then

[r, .,q], + [r,x, x:] r
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for any xx X1, and any x2 X2. Replacing x2 by ix2 in this expression
gives the conclusion that

i([TlX2, x1] [T2x1, x212) 1.

Therefore, for any x in X and x2 in X2,

[T1x2, X1]I [T2Xl’, ’x]2
(This implies that T 0 if and only if T2 0.) So for any x, x in Xx, and
x2 in X2,

(4) [TlX2, X + X ]1 +

[T2xI’ X2i2 + T2X, X212
+

Similarly, for any x X1, and any x2, X X2,

[T2x1, (X2 -1- X)]2--’ [Z2x1, x212 "]- [T2x1, x_] 2.

The restriction of [-,. ]1 to TIX2 is a homogeneous s.i.p, compatible with the
norm such that

[X, y + Z]I [X, Y]I + [X, Z]I for any x, y, z TiX2.

It is known that any homogeneous s.i.p, satisfying the above property is an
inner product. So Y1 TxX2 is a Hilbert space. Similarly, Y2 T2Xi is a
Hilbert space. But in order to show that there is a subspace Z (resp. Z2) of

X (resp. X2) such that X (Z1 $ Yx)2 (resp. (X2 Z2 Y2)2), we need to
prove the following strong property.

Let x and y be two linearly independent dements. If any s.i.p. [., .]
compatible with the norm satisfies

(5’) [y, ax + fly] [y, ax] + [y, fly], a, fl C,

then span(x, y) is isometrically isomorphic to 122. So if 0 4: y Ttz TiX2
and x X are linearly independent, then by (5) x and y satisfy (5’); hence,
span(x, y) is isometrically isomorphic to 122.

(i) Without loss of generality, we may assume that IlYll 1 Ilxll and
IIx / aYll >- 1 for any a C. So there exists a linear function f such that
Ilfll 1 --f(x) and f(y) 0. We can find a homogeneous s.i.p, compatible
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with the norm so that [y, x] 0. If Ilax +/3yll 1, then

1/31 I[y, flY]l I[Y, ax] + [y, flY]l I[Y, ax + flY]l < 1.

So we may choose the homogeneous s.i.p, compatible with the norm which
satisfies [x, y 0.

(ii) Let Y denote the subspace span(x, y). We claim the norm of Y is
smooth on

r\ c) c)).

Suppose [lax + fly ll 1, and al 1 : 1/31. If the norm is not smooth at
ax + fly, then there exist two homogeneous s.i.p., [.,. ]1 and [.,. ]v, compati-
ble with the norm which satisfy

(6) 0 Ix, y] [x, Y]v [Y, x] [y, x]v,
(7) [., ax + flY]lit : [’, ax + flY]vlv-

But by (4) and (2),

[y, ax + flY]l [Y, ax]l + [y, flY]l fl [Y, ax + flY]v,

and

[otx + fly, ax + flY ]l 1 [otx + fly, otx + flY lv.
We get a contradiction.

(iii) We claim that for any 0 < a < 1, there is a unique/3 > 0 such that
Ilax + flY ll 1. Suppose this is not true. Then we must have a 1, and
we may choose a homogeneous s.i.p, compatible with the norm such that
[y, x + fly] 0. But this contradicts the fact fl [y, x + fly]. Similarly for
any 0 > a > -1, there is a unique fl > 0 such that Ilax //3yll 1.

(iv) For 0 < a < 1 (resp. 0 > a > -1), let f(a) be the unique non-nega-
tive real number such that Ilax + f(a)y[[ 1. Since the norm is smooth on

Y \ ({fly: fl C} LA {flx’fl C}),

f(a) is differentiable on 0 < a < 1 (resp. -1 < a < 0) and there exists c such
that

[., otx + f(a)y] c([.,-f’(a)x] + [-, y]}.

But [ax + f(a)y, ax + f(a)y] 1 and [y, ax + f(a)y] f(a). We have

C
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and f satisfies

1 f’(a)f(a) 1
-af’(a) +f(a) f(a) and

1-f(a)

So 1 -f2(a) ca2. Since f(1) 0 f(-1),

f(a) /1 a-
and span(x, y) is a Hilbert space. (Note: if [x, y] 0 then [x, eiy]
e-i[x, y] 0 for any/9 R.)

Since Y1 is reflexive, Y1 is a proximinal subspace, i.e. for every x X1, there
is y Y such that

IIx Yll inf IIx Y’ll-
Y’Yx

Let

Z (z X1" [[zl[ inf Ilz-yl[.Y- Y1

We claim that Z is a vector space. Let 0 4= z Zx and 0 4: y Y1- Since
span(y, z) 122, [y, z] 0, (y, z } is an orthogonal basis of span(y, z), and

[y,z]=O=[z,y].

So if z’ is another dement in Z, then y, z’] 0 [z’, y], and [z + z’, y] 0.
But span(z + z’, y) is a Hilbert space. So [y, z + z’] 0 and z + z’ Z1.

The verification that Xt (Zt Yx)2 is left to the reader. Similarly, there
exists a subspace Z2 of X2 such that X2 (Y2 Z2)2-

Remark 1. It is known that if

is a hermitian operator on (X 22)2, then

T,0
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is hermitian and T (resp. T2) is a hermitian operator on X1 (resp. X2) (see
[4]). So

0, T2T3,0)
is hermitian.

If X contains a nontrivial 12 complemented Hilbert space, then it must
contain a one-dimensional 12 complement. So we have proved the following
theorem.

THEOREM 1. Suppose that X and X2 are two Banach spaces such that there
is no subspace Z (resp. Z2) of X (resp. X9_) which satisfies X (Z C)
(resp. X (Z ( C) 2). If

is a hermitian operator on (Xx X2) 2, then T2 0 (resp. T3 0), and TI
(resp. T4) is a hermitian operator on X (resp. X2).

3. The isometries on L2(fi, X)

We say a complex Banach space has property (,) if there is a subspace Y of
X such that X (Y C)2. Since C 0 C, dim(X) > 1 if X does not have
the property (,). Before proving the main theorems, we need the following
lemma.

LFMM 2. Let X be a complex Banach space without property (,). Then
L2(fl, X) does not have property (,).

Proof Suppose this is not true. Then there is f in L2(f], X) such that if f
and g are linearly independent, then span(f, g) is isometrically isomorphic
to 1.

(i) Let A supp(g). If fla O, then

llf(t) + g(t)ll 9 art + f iif(t)ll
\A

Ill + gll 2= Ilfll 2 + Ilgll 2

So span(fi, g) is isometrically isomorphic to 1.
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(ii) Since 0 4: f L2(, X), there is x 4:0 in X such that for any e > 0,

(t: [If(t) x[[ < e) > 0.

Let A,= (t: Ilf(t)-xll <e), and let y be any element in X such that
[y, x] 0 and Ilyll--IIxll. Let T be the mapping from span(x, y) onto

span(flA,, Y" XA) such that

T(x) fla and T(y) y X,.

Then

II TII II T-111 <
(1 e)2"

This implies that span(x, y) is isometrically isomorphic to 1 for any y such
that [y, x] 0. We get a contradiction.

By the technique in [5], we have the following theorems.

THEOREM 3. Assume that for each n N, X. is a separable complex Banach
space without property (.) and (f., Y., I.) is o-finite. An operator H on
( L2(f., Xn))2 is hermitian if and only if

H((L)(.)) (A.(.)L(.))

for hermitian valued strongly measurable maps A, of f, into (Xn).

Proof Suppose that A E, with/,(A) 4: 0. Then

(E */-,(,,,, x.))

((A, x.) -(,., , x.) ( E
m4 n

By Lemma 2, neither (L2(n \ A, gn) ) (Y"m*n L2(m, Sin))2)2 nor
L2(A, X.) has property (.). So if H is a hermitian operator on (Y’.
L2(fm, Xm))2, then

H

mq n 2
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and

x.))
__

x.).

By Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.2 in [5], we have proved the theorem.

THEOREM 4. Assume that for each n N, X, (resp. Y,) is a separable
complex Banach space with trivial L2-structure and dim(X,) > 1 (resp. dim(Y,)
> 1), and (f,, , t,) (resp. (f, Y.’, p’)) is o-finite. If for any q: j, X
(resp. Yi) and X (resp. Yj) are not isometrically isomorphic, and if T is a
surjectioe isometry from (F. L2(f],, X,))2 onto (F. L2(f,, Y,))2, then

where r is a permutation on N, is a set isomorphism from U._t. onto

On=lf]’. such that (f].) .(n), S is a strongly measurable map of U.__lfl
into On_l(X., Y,,(.)) with S(t) an isometry from X. onto Y,.) for almost all

f., and

d(i.tn (i)_l))1/2d#

Proof Let A Y.. such that #.(A) > 0. If H is the hermitian projection
from the space (E L2(f,., X.,)) 2 onto L2(A, X.), then H THT-1 is a
hermitian projection. By Theorem 3,

(em(’)fm(’))

where P,(t) is a hermitian projection on X, for almost all ’m" By the
proof of Theorem 5.2 in [5], P,(t) ! or 0 for almost all fm" By Theorem
3.1, Corollary 3.2 and the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [5], we have

Tf(t) A(t)(h(t)(f )(t))

where is a Boolean isomorphism from UY.. onto UE’, and A(t) is an
isometry from X. onto Y,. if f]. and (t) fl’m" But if n #: n’, then Y.
(resp. X.) is not isometrically isomorphic to Y.’ (resp. X,). So (Y..) Y.’(.)
where r is a permutation of N. m

Let m be Lebesgue measure on [0,1], and let X be any Banach space. It is
known that L2([0,1], m, X) is isometrically isomorphic to L2([0,1], m,(E

X)2). So we have the following theorem.
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THEOREM 5. Assume that for each n N, X, (resp. Yn) is a separable
complex Banach space with trivial LZ-structure. Then L2([0,1], m,( Xn)2)
and L([0,1], m, (E Y,)) are isometrically isomorphic, if and only iffor each
n N, there exists m (resp. m’) such that X, (resp. Y,) and Ym (resp. Xm,) are
isometrically isomorphic.

Proof.
the space

We only need to show that it is a necessary condition. By Lemma 2,

(E
has property (,) if and only if Xn has property (,) for some n N. This
implies that if dim(Xn)= 1 for some n N, then dim(Ym)= 1 for some
meN.

Let T be a surjective isometry from

onto

We claim that T(L2) C_ L2 (so T-(L2) L2 and T(L2) L2). If this is not
true, then there is an f L2 such that T(f) ti L2.

(i) For any

if g h and 0 f are linear independent, then

span(g h, 0 f) and span(T(g h), T(0 f))

are isometrically isomorphic to 122 So if

T(0 f) and g, ((E L2(fl,, X.))2 L2)2
are linear independent, then

span(T(0 f), g, )

is isometrically isomorphic to 122
(ii) By the assumption, there is an n N such that A supp(T(0 f))

n fl, has measure greater than 0. By the proof of Lemma 2, if supp(g,) _c A,
and if g, and T(0 f)lA are linearly independent, then span(g,, T(0 f)la) is
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isometrically isomorphic to 122. This implies that L2(A, Yn) has property (.).
We get a contradiction.

If

then there is

(2
such that T(g O) g - for some L2. But T(L2) L2, so there exists
h Lz such that T(0 h) 0 h. This implies

IIg h II II Z(g h)ll IIg 011 < IIg h II IIg 011.

So we get a contradiction and we must have

By the proof of Theorem 4, for each n, there is an rn such that X is
isometrically isomorphic to Y,. Similarly, for each n there is an m’ such that

Y is isometrically isomorphic to Xm,.
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